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Dr. Esther (Stillman) Thelen, a promi-

nent figure in the field of developmen-

tal psychology, died on December 29,

2004 after a yearlong battle with re-

current cancer. Professionally, Esther

was known for her forward thinking,

her elegant and prolific writing, her

unapologetic embrace of the complex-

ity of human behavior and its ultimate

theoretical grounding in everyday life, and her tireless

mentorship. During a career of less than 30 years, she rose

to the pinnacle of her profession. She served as President

of the Society for Research in Child Development and the

International Society for Infant Studies. She was a Fellow

of the American Association for the Advancement of

Science and American Psychological Society. She receiv-

ed numerous grants from theNational Science Foundation

and held continuous funding from the National Institutes

of Health since 1987 including a Research Career Award,

multiple Research Scientist Awards, and a Merit Award.

She was on the editorial board of 17 journals including

Developmental Psychobiology. Her work continues to

influence researchers and clinicians in the fields of

psychology, kinesiology, cognitive science, computer

science, robotics, neuroscience, early childhood educa-

tion, and pediatric rehabilitation. Esther was the intellec-

tual mother to her students, post-docs, and collaborators,

making sure all were nourished, cared for, and challenged.

Esther loved traveling, opera, and entertaining friends and

colleagues over fine food and wine at her home. Her love

for life was without bounds (Fig. 1).

Esther was born in Brooklyn, NY on May 20, 1941.

She graduated from high school in Livingston, NJ, then

attended Antioch College (Ohio) from 1959 to 1962

where she met her husband, David Thelen. She graduated

from the University of Wisconsin in 1964 with a B.S. in

Zoology. In 1973, she completed her M.A. in Zoology at

the University of Missouri with a thesis on the grooming

behavior of Bracon hebetor, a small parasitic wasp

beneficial to the grain industry. During this project, she

noted a conflict between the ‘‘fixed action patterns’’ she

was supposed to find and the actual variability of the real

life behavior of these animals. She recounted years later

that this conflict suggested to her that individual variabi-

lity and context appeared necessary for complex beha-

viors to emerge. Careful observations over multiple time

scales and levels of organization, and the embrace of

complexity were themes that would become her legacy.

Interestingly, Esther was also becoming interested in

Developmental Psychology and wondered if Piaget’s

‘‘circular reactions’’ were connected to the stereotypes in

other animals.

RHYTHMICAL BEHAVIORS IN INFANTS:
1977 TO 1981

Esther remained in Columbia where she began her

doctoral work, which she completed in 1977. Her dis-

sertation focused on rhythmical movements (termed

‘‘stereotypies’’) in typically developing infants. Conven-

tional wisdom was that repetitive body movements in

adults, such as head turning, arm flapping, and rocking,

were a sign of abnormality reserved for caged animals and

humans with psychiatric diagnoses. Esther proposed that

these early behaviors were important in typically devel-

oping infants and connected with later, more complex

behaviors such as reaching, crawling, and walking.

Influenced by the careful observations of behavior in

natural environments exemplified by ethologists such as

John Fentress, she chose to chart infants’ rhythmical

behavior weekly as it naturally emerged over the first year

of life. Such a ‘‘microdevelopmental’’ design would
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become yet another characteristic of Thelen projects. In

1977, she joined the Department of Psychology at

Missouri. In a series of publications from 1979 to 1981,

she showed these earlymovements to be complex, context

dependent, tractable behaviors emerging in real time. This

series also signaled to the field that a born writer had

arrived, one with a knack for connecting the data to the

reader, and leaving the reader with a new view of the

world. By 1981, she was an Assistant Professor at

Missouri, where she would stay until 1985. Although

she never stopped viewing behavior with an ethologist’s

eye, infant developmental psychology would be her

professional home for the remainder of her career.

LEG BEHAVIORS IN INFANTS:
1981 TO 2002

Newborn Kicking and Stepping

Historically, early infant movements were viewed as

reflecting neural circuitry largely isolated from experi-

ence and learning. In light of her work in rhythmical

movements, Esther viewed these behaviors as much more

complex than a reflex model suggested. Specifically,

Esther observed that early kicking and the newborn

‘‘stepping reflex’’ looked similar, yet kicking persisted

throughout the first 6 months of life whereas the reflex

‘‘disappeared.’’ In a now classic series of studies (often

referred to as ‘‘The Case of the Disappearing Reflex’’),

she examined newborn stepping and kicking throughout

the first months of life. The results now fill textbooks on

developmental psychology, neuromotor control, aswell as

pediatric physical therapy. By systematically varying the

weight of the legs, making them heavier via small weights

or lighter via submersion in water, she was able to make

the ‘‘reflex’’ disappear or reappear. Taking these results

together, she showed that the reflex disappeared, not due

to cortical maturation, but rather due to a rapid increase in

leg fat relative to leg muscle mass. The largely untested

neural explanation had fallen under the weight of a few

simple manipulations of peripheral factors.

Treadmill Stepping and
Instrumented Learning

Esther’s interest in context dependency and the infant–

environment interplay led her to study the interaction

between infants and two novel environments: treadmills

and mobiles. Although she had written about multi-

causality in previous projects, Bev Ulrich recalls that it

was during the treadmill projects that Esther began to

leave singular developmental causation behind and

move more strongly toward viewing development as an

interplay of multiple systems. During this time, discus-

sions with Gerald Edelman regarding Neural Darwinism

reinforced her view of development. In Carolyn Rovee

Collier’s associative learning paradigm, infants’ kicks

result inmovement of an overheadmobile. Esther used the

mobile paradigm to study how infants explore and select

patterns of leg movement to control the mobile’s move-

ment. These results advanced our understanding of how

infants overlay purposeful behaviors on their ongoing

spontaneous movements, and led to the use of the mobile

paradigmwith infants at risk for learning and coordination

impairments.

Through the detailed observations of relatively simple

leg behaviors, Esther began to formally express in

theoretical and empirical papers many of her most well

known principles:

� Even the earliest behaviors emerge from multiple,

interacting factors including the nervous system, the

body’s mechanical properties, and the social and

physical environment.

� Development emerges across multiple time scales

from seconds and minutes to weeks and years.

� Individual differences contain the reality of develop-

ment.

� Context and task, as perceived by the infant (not the

adult experimenter), are essential to developmental

theory.

Application of Dynamic Systems to
Infant Development

In 1985, Esthermoved to IndianaUniversity as a Professor

of Psychology. It was here that she began in earnest to

meld the theoretical and empirical work on Dynamic

Systems of Scott Kelso and Peter Kugler, and Ecological

Psychology as proposed by Michael Turvey and others

with her own work in Developmental Psychology. With

increasing focus, she began to think, write, and discuss the

application of systems theory first to developmental

psychology and then expand to other fields within the

biological and behavioral sciences as well as pediatric and

adult rehabilitation. She would go on to become synony-

mous with a Dynamic Systems approach to development.

REACHING IN INFANTS: 1990 TO 2004

Between 3 and 5 months of age, infants begin to

independently explore and manipulate their immediate

environment by reaching for objects. Reaching and Esther

were a perfect match. On one hand, the literature on the

development of reaching relied on maturational theories,

was focused on the role of vision, and generally lacked

detailed observations. On the other hand, Esther needed a
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model system to study the specifics of context dependent

and self-organized development. It was to be a perfect

marriage of a complex system and a scientist who

embraced complexity. In this series of studies, all her

theoretical, experimental, and observational skills be-

came focused on a motor behavior she viewed as more

than movement. In 1990, she and half a dozen colleagues

and students took aim at understanding how infants adapt

their ongoing arm movements for reaching. Addressing

the questions to Esther’s satisfactionmeant systematically

viewing the behavior at many levels as often as possible.

Esther’s vision required state of the art technology

complete with high-speed motion analysis, surface

electromyography, and multiple sessions per month with

each baby throughout the first year of life. For the research

team, this demanded the quick and efficient placement of

up to ten surface electrodes and infrared markers on small

and squirmy subjects, then maintaining each infant (and

family) at a motivated and ready state—all the while

working with motion capture technology designed for

adult gait analysis not babies.

The Herculean effort paid off. In the multiple theo-

retical and empirical papers that emerged, Esther and her

coworkers provided a story of how a behavior emerges

from the complex and ongoing interplay of arousal,

attention, motivation, biomechanics, neuromotor control,

muscle performance, head-arm-trunk posture, and experi-

ence. Certain papers focused on unimanual coordination

while others focused on the complex development of

bimanual control and lateral bias. There were papers on

hand and joint motion, the relationship between muscle

activities and motion, and the role of movement speed.

The composite theme of this work was how individual

infants solve common control problems in their own way

and in their own time. This work immediately found

widespread appeal and was published in journals ranging

from the Journal of Neurophysiology, Journal of Motor

Behavior, and Developmental Psychobiology to Child

Development and Infancy. This work remains the most

comprehensive collection on the development of

reaching.

THE A NOT B ERROR, DYNAMIC
FIELD THEORY AND BEYOND

In the classic A not B paradigm, 7–12 month old infants

reach multiple times for a hidden object at one location

(A), then choose to reach back to A when the object is

clearly hidden in another location (B). Traditionally, the

focus has been on the hidden object withmore recent work

linking the error to the development of specific areas of the

nervous system. In classic form, Esther and colleague

Linda Smith focused on the behavioral details leading up

to the emergence of the error—specifically the multiple

reaches to location A prior to the object being hidden in

location B. In a series of experiments that continues today,

they showed that: (a) the A not B error can occur without

an object, (b) that the probability of the A not B error is

linked to the number of reaches to the A location, and (c)

that multiple factors, from the saliency and number of

target locations to even the biomechanical properties of

the arms, influence whether an infant makes the error.

Esther viewed the A not B error as emerging from the

continuous interplay of task input, habit and memory

during real time. This view was formalized in work with

Gregor Schöner using his Dynamic Field Theory. At the

time of her death, Esther was beginning a series of empi-

rical and modeling studies looking at the real time

emergence of looking behaviors such as those seen in

visual habituation paradigms. Both A not B and visual

habituation were model systems for Esther to understand

the specifics of her message of embodied development.

Specifically, that perception, action and cognition form an

integrated system, which cannot be partitioned.

Although Esther was most well known in infant

development circles, she advanced the understanding of

human behavior on a much wider scale. She published

theoretical and empirical work in the neuromotor control

of skilled behaviors such as playing the cello, rehabilita-

tion including physical therapy, occupational therapy, and

Feldenkrais movement education, and the emerging field

of developmental robotics. To each of these, she brought

the same energy, passion, and messages. The positive

message was that the behavior of complex systems

emerges in real time due to the interplay of many factors.

The warning was that theories built on artificial parti-

tioning, theoretical reductionism or disembodied mental

functions will ultimately fail to address the issue of

change. Another source of her widespread impact was her

knack for creating experimental designs that were simple

enough for young infants but which also addressed larger

theoretical issues. These included babies in fish tanks,

babies with weights or shining garments on their legs,

babies offered toys to their feet, and babies stepping on

split belt treadmills.

In closing, I borrow from J. Lemke’s review of A

Dynamic Systems Approach to Development written by

Esther and Linda Smith. Here he is discussing the basic

questions raised by applying dynamic systems to the

behavioral sciences:

‘‘These are not merely technical questions of

some esoteric branch of developmental psychology

. . .They are problems that challenge the ruling

paradigms of today’s perceptual, motor, and cogni-

tive psychologies . . .Once you make the jump to

this new way of looking at the issue, it is hard not to
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suspect a deep cultural bias in our traditional in-

tuitions about the origins of order . . .This shift in
perspective makes such notions as ‘‘situated cogni-

tion’’ or ‘‘social cognition’’ less paradoxical: the

system in which cognitive or semiotic activity is

taking place is larger than that of individual human

organisms. We no longer have the option of localiz-

ing a source for the order of behavior at all, much

less in one part of the total system of relevance.’’

Reflecting on Esther’s professional impact at her

memorial service on the Indiana University campus in

Bloomington, Michael Turvey said simply that ‘‘she

moved her science.’’ Indeed she did and so much more.

Esther is survived by her husband (David), her

daughter (Jennifer), her son (Jeremy), her sister (Harriet

Saeck), and her grandson (Jackson). The Esther Thelen

Memorial Fund promotes the interaction of scientists,

practitioners, parents, and policymakers to discuss how

the dynamic view of development Esther championed can

make children’s lives better (To contribute, contact

Indiana University Foundation, c/o IU Psychology

Department, 1101 E. 10th St., Bloomington, IN 47405).
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